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 Qihoo 360 
 One of the most famous security company in China

 Gear Team
 Focus on the vulnerability discovery/analysis
 Xen, QEMU, OpenSSL, Firefox, NTP, etc
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 Security researcher in Qihoo 360 Inc(Gear Team)

 Vulnerability discovery and analysis

 Over 100+ CVEs in QEMU, VirtualBox, Linux kernel

 CanSecWest/Ruxcon/SyScan360
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 Full system/User mode emulation

 Software emulation

 Accelerator such as KVM/XEN
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 QEMU is a user process

 QEMU’s virtual address space as 
Guest RAM

 QEMU’s thread as Guest vCPU
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 QEMU

 Guest

 Host kernel
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 Security is about untrust data

 Data from vm, most is device 
emuation

 Data from external, 
vnc/spice/qmp, etc
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 Device emulation is the most,
a lot of vulns and high quality vulns

 Full emulation is discussed a lot,
the virtio not

 Qemu guest agent(qga), not powerful 
as vmware tools, not very vulns
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 VNC for remote access, not only VMs

 Spice is for remote access to VMs
Contains Protocol, Client, Server, Guest

 QEMU Machine Protocol(QMP), 
allows application interact with QEMU

 Malicious image
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 Device emulation is the biggest 
source of vulns

 virtio, io paravirtualization for kvm

 The 3rd library, virglrenderer
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 Most of the devices are software 
emulation based

 Guest is unaware of the underlying 
virtualization environment

 Many devices should be emulated, 
such as disk, network card, etc
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 PCI devices exposes BAR(Base 
Address Register)
to OS, QEMU provides this 
layer in device emulation

 The guest OS interacts with the device by reading and 
writing to the BARs registered by the device. BAR R/W 
operations trap to the KVM and control is passed to 
QEMU
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 Previously there has not been much 
consideration of vulnerabilities present 
in KVM

 Guest data is untrusted and can be malicious

 Data flow: Guest->QEMU
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 Two types of BARs: IO port && MMIO

 Read/write IO port/MMIO to trigger flaws

 Malicious kernel module 
acts as a driver
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 Cirrus VGA

 Bitblt copy in backward mode
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 virtio for io paravirtualization

 Front-end in guest,Back-end in 
qemu

 Decrease the VM-exit
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 The guest: add buf / kick / get buf

 Qemu: pop / push

 Malicious guest write the data to 
qemu
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 Every vqueue has a handler

 Handler pop the request from 
guest

 All virtio device process the 
request with the same model
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 request->cmd

 The reqeust can be filled 
totally by the VM

 Trigger a lot of vulns
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 VirtFS, paravirtualized
filesystem

 Share files between 
host/guest
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 A handler array to process 
the request

 Every handler will unmarshal
the arg from guest

 Vulns occur if not being 
sanity check carefully
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 Qemu uses some 3rd  lib

 Virglrenderer is used to accelerate 3D rendering

 A lot of vulns has been found in this lib
CVE-2017-6386, CVE-2017-6355, CVE-2017-6317, CVE-2017-6210,
CVE-2017-6209, CVE-2017-5994, CVE-2017-5993,CVE-2017-5957,
CVE-2017-5956, CVE-2016-10214, CVE-2017-5937,CVE-2016-10163,
CVE-2017-5580
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 VNC is for desktop sharing system 
based RFB protocol

 QEMU has a built-in vnc server

 Several vulns has been found in this
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 Spice is for remote access to 
vms

 Protocol,Client,Server and 
guest

 Vulns can exist in qxl driver-
>device, client->server
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 HMP/QMP is used to interacted with QEMU

 Lightweight, text-based data format

 Very useful, such as capabilities negotiation, 
device (un)hotplug,
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 Most of our vulnerability is from the guest

 Device emulation is the biggest attack surface

 virtio and 3rd library security should be taken more 
foucs
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